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It is a pleasure to welcome you to the 7th Language Disorders in Greek (LDG 7). LDG is                  
a biannual conference that takes place in Greece or Cyprus with the aim to bring together                
researchers working on developmental and acquired language impairments. It seeks to           
provide an overview of the state-of-the-art research as well as to explore new directions              
and emerging trends in areas such as psycholinguistics, clinical linguistics and language            
pathology. The meeting was inaugurated in 2006 as an initiative of the Department of              
Speech and Language Therapy of the Technological Educational Institute of Western           
Greece (Patras), in an effort to create a forum where young researchers working on Greek               
would be able to interact with renowned scholars investigating language impairments in            
Greek and other languages. This year, the conference is organized by the            
Psycholinguistics and Neurolinguistics Lab of the Department of Linguistics at the           
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens. We hope that you will enjoy the             
conference as well as your stay in Athens.  
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Susan Ebbels 
Moor House Training and Research Institute and University College         
London 
  
Investigating the effectiveness of SLT interventions in a special school for           
children and adolescents with severe language disorders 
  
In this talk, I give an overview of intervention studies we have carried out at Moor House                 
School & College (a special school for children with severe language disorders aged 7-19).              
I will first present data regarding the overall educational and speech and language therapy              
provision (looking at changes on standardised tests and performance on targeted versus            
control areas). Then I will look at studies focusing on vocabulary, word finding, idioms and               
grammar. The studies on grammar use the Shape CodingTM system, which was developed             
for teaching the grammatical rules of English to school-aged children with language            
disorders. We hypothesise that the explicit teaching with visual support helps the children             
learn to both produce and understand a range of grammatical structures. I will give a brief                
overview of the Shape Coding system and then present studies looking at its effectiveness              
at targeting a range of areas of grammar. 
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Maria Teresa Guasti 
Università di Milano-Bicocca 
 
Finding out SLI among Italian L2 children 
  
Vender et al. (2016) found that 5-year-old L2 learners of Italian with at least one year of                 
exposure to the L2 do not have problems in the repetition of non-words, while it is known                 
that monolingual Italian children with SLI have severe problems (Bortolini et al. 2006).They             
also found that clitic production is problematic for the same L2 children, but unlike              
monolingual children with SLI, the L2 children did not omit clitics, but used an incorrect               
form or produced irrelevant sentences. These findings raise the possibility that non-word            
repetition and clitic production can be used in the identification of L2 children with SLI in 
Italian. The predictions are that L2 children with SLI will score poorly in the non-word               
repetition, and will have problems with clitics, but will exhibit a qualitative and             
quantitatively different profile than that of L2 children without SLI. To test these             
predictions, we examined the performance of 30 sequential typically developing bilingual           
children (BITD) and of 18 sequential bilingual children referred to clinical service for SLI              
(BISLI). The average age of the children at the time of testing was 5 years, they had                 
different L1s, had been exposed to Italian for at least 12 months and were first exposed to                 
Italian from around 3 years of age. They were tested with a standardized non-word              
repetition test (Cornoldi et al. 2009), with a 3rd person direct object clitic production test and                
with a test assessing non-verbal intelligence. All children scored within the normal range for              
non-verbal intelligence. In the non-word repetition task, BISLI children obtained scores           
significantly lower than their BITD peers (M=29 vs M=54). The latter obtained scores             
within the normal range for monolingual children, confirming the results of Vender et al.              
(2016). Additionally, the BISLI group produced fewer clitics than the BITD group (27% vs.              
73%). Their performance did not only differ quantitatively from that of the BITD children,              
but also qualitatively. The most prevalent error within the BISLI group was omission (40%              
vs. 11% in the BITD group), as for monolingual Italian-speaking children (Bortolini et al.              
2006), while that of the BITD group was the substitution of the clitic with a noun. These                 
findings support the view that, for Italian, good clinical markers for monolingual children             
with SLI are also good clinical markers for sequential bilingual children with SLI and              
suggest that the use of clinical markers is a viable solution to identify SLI within the                
bilingual population. As for clitic production, these results suggest that the difficulty            
experienced by the two bilingual populations is different. While for the BITD group, the              
challenge can be characterized in terms of recovery of the correct form of clitics, for the                
BISLI group it can be characterized in terms of the inability to perform the syntactic               
computation underlying the production of clitics. 
  
Bortolini, U., Arfé, B., Caselli, C. M., Degasperi, L., Deevy, P., & Leonard, L. B. (2006).                
Clinical markers for specific language impairment in Italian: the contribution of clitics and             
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non-word repetition. International Journal of Language & Communication Disorders, 41(6),          
695-712.  
Cornoldi, C., L. Miato, A. Molin, & S. Poli (2009). PRCR-2. Prove di Prerequisito per la                
Diagnosi delle Difficoltà di Lettura e Scrittura. Firenze: Organizzazioni Speciali. 
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Arhonto Terzi 
Technological Educational Institute of Western Greece, Patras 
 
Language abilities of high-functioning Greek-speaking children with 
autism: what do we know so far? 
 
Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) is a spectrum that includes individuals with autism            
ranging from low- to high-functioning. It is commonly thought that people with            
high-functioning ASD have intact language abilities. In this talk I will defend the view that               
their morphosyntactic abilities are indeed intact, but only as far as they are not affected at                
the interfaces with pragmatics or prosody. Hence, when morphosyntax appears impaired this            
is due to the other two (or, possibly just one) components of grammar. 

I will approach the above issues via research we have been conducting in the area of                
object (clitic) pronouns, as these are employed by high-functioning Greek-speaking children           
with autism and their typically developing controls. In this research, we have investigated             
both comprehension and production of object clitics in environments that either require            
them, or ban them and require the presence of the corresponding noun instead.  

The findings suggest that, although the children with ASD that we have investigated             
via structured experiments have difficulties with object clitic pronouns, their difficulties are            
not morphosyntactic. This is because they do equally well to typically developing children             
on various simplex and complex sentences with clitics, but they don’t do well on sentences               
in which they have to make a pragmatic choice and/or to comprehend the role of particular                
prosody in order to make felicitous use of a clitic pronoun.  

Finally, I will also report recent finding on the use of both object (clitic) pronouns               
and (null) subject pronouns of the same individuals in narratives. These revealed similar             
behavior to typically developing peers with respect to ambiguous vs. non-ambiguous           
pronouns, but use of more nouns than the corresponding pronouns.  
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Phonological development in Greek children with Obstructive Sleep 

Apnea Syndrome (OSAS) 
 
 

Georgia Andreou and Matina Tasioudi 
University of Thessaly 

 
 

Obstructive Sleep Apnea Syndrome (OSAS) in children is a breathing disorder occurring            
during sleep and it is characterized by prolonged or intermittent upper airway obstruction             
that disrupts normal sleep patterns, since it results in increased respiratory effort and             
snoring, recurrent hypoxia, and frequent arousals from sleep. (AAP, 2002). It is            
considered the most important manifestation of the spectrum of Sleep-Disordered          
Breathing (Nespoli et al., 2013) and its prevalence during childhood varies between 1% -              
6% in different studies. The peak is between 2-8 years of age (Lumeng & Chervin, 2008;                
Marcus et al., 2012), during the most critical age for language acquisition (Balbani, 2005).              
Based on the severity of the symptoms the Syndrome is characterized as Mild, Moderate              
or Severe. Sleep disorders in children are associated with neurobehavioral problems,           
reduced attention, hyperactivity, impulsivity and learning difficulties (Gozal, 2008).         
Moreover, several studies show that language acquisition is also affected by the            
occurrence of OSAS (de Castro Correa et al., 2016), but research so far has mostly               
focused on the general language ability without focusing οn specific language areas.            
However, few studies have found difficulties in verbal fluency and articulation (Andreou            
& Agapitou, 2007, Lundeborg et al., 2009), but there is no evidence so far for specific                
areas in the Greek language. 

Therefore, in the present study we examined the phonological ability of 15            
preschoolers with Moderate-Severe OSAS (Mean CA: 5,3 y.o.), 15 with Mild OSAS            
(Mean CA: 5,5 y.o.) and 15 without sleep problems (Mean CA: 5,4 y.o.) who were the                
control group. All the participants with OSAS were recruited based on the findings of a               
polysomnography examination performed at the University Hospital of Larissa, while the           
control group had no history of breathing problems according to their medical records. To              
assess the phonological ability of our participants we administered the phonological           
subtests of the standardized language ability test for the Greek language L-a-T-o I:             
Psychometric test for language ability (Tzouriadou, et al., 2008). More specifically, we            
administered 4 phonological tasks: Articulation, Phoneme Blending/ Completion,        
Phoneme Analysis/ Segmentation, Phoneme Distinction. 

Our results indicated that children with Moderate-Severe OSAS had significantly          
lower performance in Articulation, Phoneme Blending/ Completion and Phoneme         
Distinction compared to their healthy peers. However, we found no statistically           
significant 
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difference between the Mild OSAS group and the control group. Moreover, comparing the  
two OSAS groups, we found that the Moderate-Severe OSAS group performed           
significantly worse than the Mild OSAS group in the Articulation task, indicating that             
articulation is probably the most sensitive phonological area for the young OSAS patients.             
Our results are consistent with the literature that has revealed problems in verbal fluency              
(Andreou & Agapitou, 2007) and reduced verbal abilities in children with OSAS            
(Honaker et al., 2009) and could be attributed to the reduced auditory processing (Ziliotto              
et al., 2006) or the early changes in facial bone growth on the part of children with OSAS                  
(e.g. anterior and inferior position of the hyoid bone) (Vieira et al., 2011). 
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Task effects on the production of grammatical aspect in 
Greek-speaking children with Specific Language Impairment 

  
 

Ifigenia Dosi1, Maria Andreou2, Eleni Peristeri3 
 Democritus University of Thrace1, University of Cologne2, Aristotle University of 

Thessaloniki3 
  
 
Introduction. The aim of the present study is twofold: (a) to determine whether             
typically-developing (TD) children outperform children with Specific Language        
Impairment (SLI) on grammatical aspect production; (b) to investigate whether the           
two groups perform differently across an oral narrative and a sentence completion            
task. Aspect, unlike tense, has not been investigated extensively in SLI, with the             
existent studies showing that perfective aspect is preferred over the imperfective by            
the specific population (Konstantzou, 2015; Konstantzou et al., 2013). There is also            
scant evidence (Dosi, 2017) showing that SLI children’s performance in grammatical           
aspect is highly dependent on the type of the task. The majority of the studies so far                 
have used elicitation tasks to test the acquisition of aspect, which nevertheless do not              
give a clear picture of grammatical aspect development in children (Bardovi-Harlig,           
2000). The present study uses both an unguided learner oral picture-based narration            
task and a controlled elicitation completion task. Research questions are the following:            
(a) are there differences between TD children and children with SLI in the production              
of aspect; and (b) will the groups’ performances be different across the two tasks? 
Method. Participants included 10 TD children (age range: 8-10) and 10 children with             
SLI matched on age and non-verbal intelligence (Raven et al., 2008). Children’s            
lexical abilities were tested through an expressive vocabulary test (Vogindroukas et           
al., 2009). Production of grammatical aspect was examined through (a) a           
picture-based telling task (Edmonton Narrative Norms Instrument, Schneider et al.,          
2006), and (b) an elicitation completion task (Dosi, 2016) in which children should fill              
the gaps with the accurate aspectual form (in past) of the given verb. 
Results. In the narration task, there was a clear preference for perfective aspect for the               
TD group (p=.024) compared to the SLI group. No differences were attested between             
groups in the use of imperfective aspect (p=.422). Within group comparisons           
indicated that perfective was more frequently used than the imperfective aspect for the             
TD (p=.001), but not for the SLI group (p=.113). In the elicitation completion task,              
between group comparisons showed that the TD group scored higher than the SLI             
group only in perfective aspect elicitation (p<.001). While there was no difference            
between perfective and imperfective for TD children, SLI children’s scores on the            
imperfective condition were higher than the perfective (p=.001). 
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Discussion. According to the results, TD children outperformed their peers with SLI            
on perfective aspect use across both tasks, thus, implying that perfective aspect was             
computationally demanding for the SLI group (also see Nicoladis & Paradis, 2012).  
Crucially, while children with SLI clearly opted for the less morphologically           
demanding form, i.e. the imperfective aspect of verbs, on the elicitation task, no such  
difference was observed in the narrative task, suggesting that children with SLI did             
profit of the visual cues of the pictured stories, as they led them to use perfective to                 
the same extent as the imperfective aspect. Findings will be discussed in light of the               
lexical aspect of the verbs and verbal morphology across the two aspects. 
(500 words) 
  
References: 
Bardovi-Harlig, K. (2000). Tense and Aspect in Second Language Acquisition: Form,           
Meaning, and Use. Oxford: Blackwell. 
Dosi, I. (2016). The verbal aspect in bilingual children: The effect of linguistic,             
cognitive and environmental factors [in Greek]. PhD dissertation, Aristotle University          
of Thessaloniki. 
Dosi, I. (2017). Aspectual and cognitive asymmetries in Greek-speaking children with           
SLI, paper presentation 23rd International Symposium on Theoretical and Applied          
Linguistics. Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. 31 March-2 April 2017. 
Konstantzou, K. (2015). Development of Grammatical Aspect in Specific Language          
Impairment: Evidence from an Experimental Design with Video Stimuli. Procedia          
Computer Science 65. 510-518. 
Konstantzou K, van Hout A, Varlokosta S. & Vlassopoulos M. (2013). Perfective–            
Imperfective: Development of aspectual distinctions in Greek Specific Language         
Impairment. Linguistic Variation; 13(2):187-216. 
Nicoladis, E. & Paradis, J. (2012). Acquiring regular and irregular past tense            
morphemes in English and French: Evidence from bilingual children. Language          
Learning 62, 170-197. 
Raven, J., Court, J., & Raven, J. C. (2008). Raven’s coloured progressive matrices and              
vocabulary scales. London: Pearson Education. 
Schneider, P., Hayward, D. & Dubé R. V. (2006). Storytelling from pictures using the              
Edmonton Narrative Norms Instrument. Journal of Speech Language Pathology and          
Audiology 30. 224-238. 
Vogindroukas, I., Protopapas, A., & Sideridis, G. (2009). Expressive vocabulary          
assessment (Δοκιμασία εκφραστικού λεξιλογίου) (Greek version of Renfrew Word         
Finding Vocabulary Test). Chania, Crete: Glafki. 
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Presenting the issue of terminology for Developmental Language 
Disorder; names and why we should discuss them 

  
 

Katerina Drakoulaki 
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens 

  
 
The past few years, the issue of terminology for Developmental Language Disorder            
(DLD), or SLI as it is broadly known in Greek research and practice, has been               
extensively discussed in English-speaking countries (D. V. M. Bishop, Snowling,          
Thompson, Greenhalgh, & CATALISE consortium, 2016; D. V. Bishop, Snowling,          
Thompson, & Greenhalgh, 2017). Greek researchers in recent years seem to           
consistently use the term Specific Language Impairment (SLI) when investigating          
developmental language difficulties which cannot be explained by any other          
diagnostic labels. However, this label is not used by any diagnostic manual and makes              
interdisciplinary collaboration and research dissemination extremely difficult (Reilly        
et al., 2014). It is proposed that the discussion between academics and allied health              
professionals should start in Greece regarding the use of a term to describe SLI in a                
more systematic way that is aligned with international changes in terminology. Why            
should we agree on the terminology, or (as proposed) why should we attempt to start               
discussing the terminology of SLI in Greece? Although a time-consuming and           
difficult process, we propose that reaching a consensus similarly to the consensus            
reached in English-speaking countries can be beneficial for everyone involved. Firstly,           
using a common terminology will improve interdisciplinary collaboration, both in          
Greece and internationally. Since English-speaking countries have made the start, this           
will affect (at least) researchers around the world. Furthermore, the need for one             
diagnostic label is necessary when recruiting participants in studies; if researchers use            
one term and clinicians/allied health professionals use another, how can we make sure             
of the characteristics of the participants recruited? Furthermore, by agreeing on a            
common terminology, this means that all individuals involved can advocate for DLD;            
raising awareness will improve the services provided (or will advocate for           
improvement) and will benefit research funding. What is proposed is a Delphi            
consensus procedure similar to Bishop et al., 2016 in order to both summarize the              
current situation in Greece, but also to proceed with a term which will eventually be               
used by everyone. 
  
References: 
Bishop, D. V. M., Snowling, M. J., Thompson, P. A., Greenhalgh, T., & CATALISE              
consortium. (2016). 
CATALISE: A Multinational and Multidisciplinary Delphi Consensus Study.        
Identifying 
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Language Impairments in Children. PLOS ONE, 11(7), e0158753.        
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0158753 
Bishop, D. V., Snowling, M. J., Thompson, P. A., &Greenhalgh, T. (2017).            
CATALISE: a multinational and multidisciplinary Delphi consensus study of         
problems with language development. Phase 2. Terminology. PeerJ Preprints, 5,          
e2484v2. https://doi.org/10.7287/peerj.preprints.2484v2 
Reilly, S., Tomblin, B., Law, J., McKean, C., Mensah, F. K., Morgan, A., … Wake,               
M. (2014). Specific language impairment: a convenient label for whom?          
International Journal of Language & Communication Disorders, 49(4), 416–451.         
https://doi.org/10.1111/1460-6984.12102 
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Exploring the neurobiology of language with naturalistic 
experimental paradigms 

  
 

Katerina Danae Kandylaki 
Maastricht University 

 
  
The neurobiology of language is currently studied with a variety of approaches that             
range from strictly controlled experimental designs to as-natural-as-possible setups         
such as a job interview in the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scanner.             
The two experimental traditions of “controlled stimuli” and “ecological validity” both           
have their positive and negative aspects. Controlled stimuli designs deliver highly           
interpretable results, which do not necessarily scale up to everyday language use; on             
the other hand, results of highly ecologically valid approaches may be challenging to             
interpret because of largely confounding brain processes. 
There is, therefore, an emerging need for combining the two extremes when            
formulating a theory about language processing in the brain. Ideally, this theory would             
be based on highly interpretable results combined with increasingly ecologically valid           
setups. This emerging need is driven by the question of whether results of tightly              
controlled studies can scale up to the rich and multimodal input that we encounter in               
everyday life. Also, recent data-driven analysis methods open new possibilities in           
approaching reality in an experimental setup. However, purely data-driven         
approaches, when not supported by a solid theory, might produce vague results            
because they might not be based on explicit hypotheses. An attempt to solve this              
discrepancy underlies the new hybrid, “naturalistic” designs, which incorporate the          
best of both worlds by combining ecologically valid setups together with established            
analysis methods. 
I will outline the basics of such naturalistic experimental designs and give examples of              
my previous and current work. I have worked with auditory stories varying not only              
the amount of control on the experimental stimuli but also the modelling methods. I              
will present the stimuli and the explain the “events”, which were modelled with the              
use of computational linguistics or auditory signal processing algorithms. These are,           
in my opinion, very promising directions in investigating speech comprehension. Last,           
I will suggest ways how to implement these paradigms for populations with disorders,             
in an attempt to understand how disorders are manifested in everyday language use. I              
believe that these paradigms can be very well suited for such populations, as they              
require no (unnatural) task, but usually just listening to stories for comprehension and             
answering content-related questions. 
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Neurophysiological parameters effect in phonological memory and complex 

syntax in children with focal brain lesions 
 
  

Polyxeni Konstantinopoulou1, Stavroula Stavrakaki1, Christina Manouilidou2  
& Dimitrios Zafeiriou1 

               1Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, 2 University of Ljubljana 
 
  

Previous studies on children with focal brain lesions (FBL) investigated the rehabilitation            
perspectives of these children and showed impairments in the domains of language and             
cognition (Balantyne et al. 2008; Marchman et al. 2004). Our previous research indicated             
that Greek speaking children with FBL show diverse linguistic and cognitive profiles with             
better rehabilitation in linguistic than in verbal short term memory abilities           
(Konstantinopoulou et al. 2013, 2017). 

The present study employs the same group of FBL participants (16 children) and             
62 controls matched to FBL participants on chronological age as in our previous studies              
and raises the question of the effects of neuropsysiological parameters including age of             
onset, lesion site, and lesion size on their performance on linguistic and memory tasks. All               
participants with FBL suffered a perinatal or post-natal brain injury, in left or right              
hemisphere or both left and right, with small, medium or large lesion size. Testing had               
performed by sentence recall and production of morpho-syntax with up to ceiling            
performance, receptive vocabulary showing very low performance, word finding         
vocabulary showing very good performance and grammar and information competence, in           
which half of the children showed low performance. We assessed all participants in             
non-word repetition (Talli, 2010) and production of complex syntax, in particular, relative            
clauses and Wh-questions (Stavrakaki, 2001, 2002). The children with FBL showed           
substantial impairment relative to controls in non-word repetition while they showed a            
control-like performance on the production of complex syntax. More specifically,          
individual data analysis indicated that 9 of these children performed 1 SD below the              
typical mean performance in non-word repletion task. The rest 7 children showed no             
deficits in this task. On the production of complex syntax tasks, 13 children with FBL               
performed up to ceiling. The other 3 children could not do the tasks at all. 

These results indicate persistent impairments in phonological short term memory          
following early brain injury. They also suggest that deficits in this domain do not              
necessarily implicate deficits in the domain of complex syntax. We performed linear            
regression analysis to investigate the effect of age of onset, lesion site and size and               
chronological age on the syntactic and phonological short term memory performance. We            
only found a significant chronological age effect on non-word repetition which indicates  
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that performance can improve over time. Surprisingly, we found that large lesions do not              
necessarily lead to language and cognitive disorders. We, thus, conclude that children            
with early brain damage, unlike adult stroke, often continue and develop (almost) normal             
language and cognition. 
 
References  
Ballantyne, A. O., Spilkin, A. M., Hesselink, J. & Trauner, D. A. (2008). Plasticity in the                
developing brain: intellectual, language and academic functions in children with ischaemic           
perinatal stroke. 
Konstantinopoulou, P., Stavrakaki St. (2017). Expressive syntactic abilities and verbal short           
term memory in children with focal brain lesion. Stem-, Spraak- en Taalpathologie, Vol. 22, 2               
(suppl. 2), pp. 1-164  
Konstantinopoulou, P., Stavrakaki, S., Manouilidou, Ch., & Zafeiriou, D. (2013). Past tense            
in children with focal brain lesions. Stem-, Spraak- en Taalpathologie, Vol. 17 (suppl. 2),              
103-106 
Marchman, V. A., Saccuman, C. & Wulfeck, B. (2004). Productive use of the English pas               
tense in children with focal brain injury and specific language impairment. Brain and             
Language 88, 202-214. 
Stavrakaki, S. (2001). Comprehension of reversible relative clauses in specifically language           
impaired and normally developing Greek children. Brain and Language 77 (3), 419-431 
Stavrakaki, S. (2002). A-bar movement constructions in Greek children with SLI: Evidence            
for deficits in the syntactic component of language. In E. Fava (Ed.). Clinical Linguistics:              
Theory and applications in speech pathology and therapy. Current Issues in Linguistic            
Theory. Amsterdam & Philadelphia: John Benjamins. 131-153. 
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Time Reference in fluent and non-fluent stroke aphasia: Evidence from 
Greek 
 

 
Vasiliki Koukoulioti                                     Roelien Bastiaanse 

Aristotle University of Thessaloniki                    University of Groningen 
 
  

Several studies have shown that persons with aphasia (henceforth PwA) present a            
selective deficit in the production of verb forms which refer to the past in comparison to                
forms which refer to the present/future (see Bastiaanse, 2013, for a review). Deficit in past               
tense production has been found in Greek (e.g. Nanousi et al., 2006; Stavrakaki &              
Kouvava, 2003; Varlokosta et al., 2006), although there is evidence against a past tense              
deficit (e.g. Faroqi-Shah & Friedman, 2015; Fyndanis et al., 2018). Bastiaanse (2013),            
among others, has suggested that the deficit in referring to the past is due to the discourse                 
linking required. The present study aims to further test this hypothesis, addressing the             
following research questions: 1) is reference to the past selectively impaired in            
Greek-speaking PwA? and 2) is this deficit restricted to production? 
We used a picture description task and a picture-to-sentence matching task. The material             
consisted of 18 verbs. 3 pictures were constructed for each verb depicting the action a) in                
progress, b) as completed, and c) as about to be initiated. We tested the following tenses:                
present, present perfect, past perfective, past imperfective and future. 8 PwA (5 anomic, 2              
agrammatic and one with Wernicke’s aphasia) and 10 healthy age- and           
education-matched controls were tested. In the picture description task, the participants           
were presented with two pictures depicting two actions with the same object. Above each              
picture the verb was written (in the 1st person singular). The experimenter described the              
first picture using a specific tense and began the description of the second picture using an                
adverbial prompting for the use of the same tense as in the first picture. The participants                
were instructed to describe the second picture by completing the sentence of the             
experimenter. In the picture-to-sentence matching task participants heard a sentence and           
had to match it to one of two presented pictures. Only three tenses were tested in this task:                  
past, future and present. For items testing present and future the foil was a picture               
depicting the action as completed and for items testing past the foil was a picture               
depicting the action in progress. 
The control subjects performed at ceiling in both tasks. Concerning production, patients            
performed almost at ceiling in present tense. Past perfective, past imperfective and future             
were equally impaired. Interestingly, present perfect was the most impaired than all other             
tenses. The analysis indicated that reference to the past and to the future were more               
impaired than reference to present (p<0, for both comparisons), and that past and future              
were equally impaired (p>0.05). In comprehension the aphasic group performed at  
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ceiling. The data suggest that a) reference to the past is impaired in language production               
in aphasia (even if the reference is expressed by forms with non-past morphology, like              
present perfect) b) reference to the future is also impaired, c) the deficit is not specific to                 
aphasia type and c) it affects mainly production. We discuss the findings and their              
implications for accounts of inflection deficits in aphasia. 
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The effect of syntactic complexity on sentence processing by children 
with reading difficulties and beginning readers 

  
 
Maria Mastropavlou, Theophano Christou, Michaela Nerantzini, Marika Lekakou 

University of Ioannina 
 
  
The effect of linguistic complexity on sentence comprehension has been well           
documented cross-linguistically, while increased complexity has been found to cause          
slower reading speed (Gibson & Warren 1998; Ferreira 1991). Additionally, syntactic           
complexity has also been found to affect acquisition by typically developing children,            
as well as children with atypical language acquisition (Bentin, Deutch & Liberman,            
1990; Ferreira 1991). The present study aims to explore the way syntactic complexity             
affects sentence comprehension by Greek children with reading difficulties and          
beginning readers. To this end, complexity factors like movement, locality and           
structural ambiguity are investigated in syntactic phenomena like passive morphology          
in passivised, reflexive, anticausative and deponent verbs, embedding (relative,         
adverbial and complement clauses) and discourse anaphors, in combination with word           
order variations. Self-paced reading experiments were carried out on Greek children           
with reading difficulties (9-11 years old), age-matched children with no reading           
difficulties and 7-year-old beginning readers. Preliminary results have indicated that          
children with reading difficulties exhibit overall slower reading than age-matched          
controls and beginning readers. Additionally, they seem to face greater difficulties           
processing the critical regions of the test sentences (e.g. the passive verb or the              
by-phrase; the relative pronoun or the complementiser in complement clauses) by           
marking greater slow-downs in these regions compared to the rest of the sentence             
regions than the other two groups. The results will be analyzed and discussed with the               
aim of determining the syntactic factors that render sentences more complex and            
describing how typical and atypical reading development is affected by syntactic           
complexity. 
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Phonological awareness and reading decoding in Greek heritage 
speaking children in the UK - implications for the identification of 

bilingual children with language impairment 
 
 

Theodora Papastefanou and Theo Marinis 
University of Reading 

 
  
Background: Previous research has shown that growing up bilingually and acquiring           
two languages in their spoken and sometimes written form influences literacy           
development positively (Papafragou, Massey and Gleitman, 2006; Niolaki and         
Masterson, 2012). However, there is also evidence that bilingual children are           
sometimes not accurately identified for language impairment because teachers and          
speech and language therapists (SLTs) do not have appropriate assessments and/or           
norms for bilingual children. It is important to identify the similarities and differences             
of language and reading development among typically developing bilingual children          
and bilingual children with language impairment and start developing norms for           
bilingual children (Bedore and Pena, 2008). 
Aims: This study aimed at investigating how primary school Greek heritage speaking            
children living in the UK perform in Greek and English phonological awareness and             
reading tasks and compare them with scores from monolingual children. The research            
question addresses whether the children will perform better in English (majority           
language) compared to Greek (heritage language) and how they compare to           
monolingual children. We hypothesised that bilingual children will have better          
literacy skills in English than Greek because English is the majority language. We             
further hypothesised that children with Greek as a heritage language will perform less             
well than monolingual Greek children. 
Methodology: 40 Greek-English bilingual children (Year 1=20; Year 3=20) and 40           
monolingual English speaking children (Year 1=20; Year 3=20) participated in          
baseline tasks and tasks measuring blending and elision, real-words and pseudo-words           
reading in English. The data from the Greek heritage speaking children were            
compared to monolingual Greek children from Georgiou and his colleagues (2012 &            
2008) in terms of Greek reading decoding and elision tasks in Greek. 
Results: Two-way ANOVAs comparing Greek heritage speaking and monolingual         
English children’s performance in Year 1 vs. 3 in each task indicated that Greek              
heritage speakers scored better than monolinguals across English tasks (all p-values <            
0.001) and children in Year 3 scored better than in Year 1 across English tasks (all                
p-values < 0.001). There was a significant interaction between Group and School Year             
only in elision and pseudo-word reading (all p-values < 0.01). Post hoc tests using              
Bonferroni correction revealed larger the effect sizes in the difference between Year 1 
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and 3 in monolinguals than bilinguals and also larger effects sizes in the difference              
between monolinguals than bilinguals in Year 1 than in Year 3. No such asymmetries              
were present for blending and real-word reading. Greek heritage speaking children in            
Year 1 (M= 15.4, SD = 5.4) performed similarly with monolingual Greek children in              
Grade 1 (M= 14.51, SD = 5.45) concerning elision task. 
Conclusion: Greek heritage speaking children who are English dominant score higher on            
English vs. Greek reading tasks. Moreover, their performance in Greek reading decoding            
tasks is lower than the performance of monolingual Greek children. Greek heritage            
speakers scored similarly with monolingual Greek children on Greek elision. These           
findings together with previous research (Durgunoglu, 2003; Geva, 2000) may assist           
teachers and SLTs to obtain a more accurate diagnosis of bilingual children with language              
impairment.  
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Investigating the contribution of cognitive, language, and 
handwriting skills in the production of written texts first grades 
primary school children with developmental language disorder 
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The effective production of a written text is considered an essential skill for             
succeeding in academic and social life, since writing is – along with oral language –               
the main way of human communication. The production of a written text by school –               
aged children and the limitations they may face, remains an area that has not been               
widely explored. 

Despite the important role of writing in all school grades, the bulk of research still               
focuses mainly on other processes, such as reading (Hooper, 2002; Puranik,           
Lombardino, & Altmann, 2007), while writing is being more neglected. According to            
Dockrell (2009), this neglect of writing by researchers mainly applies for children            
with developmental difficulties, such as children diagnosed with developmental         
language disorder (DLD). 

Although there are many studies analyzing the oral difficulties of children with            
DLD only a few of them focus on the evaluation of their written texts (Puranik et al.,                 
2007), especially when it comes to first- and second- grade students, as well as to the                
factors contributing to the writing process. This lack of interest is also evident in the               
Greek setting, since – to our knowledge – there are no Greek studies evaluating the               
written texts of elementary students with DLD. 

The aim of the present study was: a) to unfold the constraints in the composition               
of a written text faced by second- grade students with DLD and, b) to examine the                
contribution of language, cognitive, and handwriting skills in the production of a            
written text. 

Overall, 60 second- grade children participated in the study. 30 of them were             
children with DLD according to certain criteria, while 30 of them were typically             
developing children. The participants were assessed on tasks measuring their          
cognitive skills (nonverbal ability, verbal memory, visual memory, processing speed),          
language skills (expressive vocabulary, phonological awareness, morphosyntax) and        
handwriting skills (visual motor coordination, handwriting automatization). They were         
also administered a writing task to assess their ability to produce a written text. 

According to the results, the children with DLD performed worse in verbal            
short-term and working memory tasks, in expressive vocabulary and phonological          
awareness, in all the handwriting tasks, as well as in most of the criteria measuring  
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their written productions in comparison to the typically developing children. Further           
analysis demonstrated how the different factors contributed to the various aspects of            
writing productions. The results are discussed in the context of expanding our knowledge             
both on the writing profile of children with DLD, as well as on the important skills which                 
contribute to the writing processes, under their theoretical and clinical implications. 
 
Keywords: Developmental language disorder, writing, language skills, cognitive skills,         
handwtriting skills 
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Grammatical Gender Interference Resolution in Non-fluent Primary 
Progressive Aphasia: Evidence from an on-line production task 
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          Aristotle University of Thessaloniki 

 
  
 Introduction. A considerable amount of research has been conducted on semantic           

interference in Primary Progressive Aphasia (PPA) (Thomson et al., 2012). However,           
grammatical interference in PPA has not been extensively investigated. Grammatical          
gender is considered to be an innate part of a noun’s lexical representation and              
therefore its retrieval from the mental lexicon occurs simultaneously with that of the             
noun. (Caramazza & Miozzo, 1997; Cacciari & Cubelli, 2003; Mastropavlou &           
Tsimpli, 2011). In addition, there is a general consensus in the literature that the              
appearance of a distractor word can have an impact on how the grammatical gender of               
the target word is activated (Cubelli et al., 2005 and Levelt et al., 1999). The present                
study aims to investigate grammatical gender interference in the non-fluent variant           
PPA through the use of an online picture-word interference paradigm. More           
specifically, we examine whether (in)congruency between the grammatical gender of          
a picture to-be-named and the gender of a distractor word superimposed upon the             
picture would have an impact on the patients’ response latencies in picture naming. 
Method. An online picture-word grammatical gender interference task (modelled after          
Foucart, 2008) was carried out. Seventy two pictures of inanimate objects (24            
masculine, 24 feminine and 24 neuter gender) were presented with a superimposed            
distractor word and participants were required to name these pictures, providing a            
determiner+noun sequence. A group of eight Greek-speaking patients with         
non-fluent/agrammatic Primary Progressive Aphasia and a control group of eight          
age-matched Greek-speaking adults participated in the study. Participantsʼ response         
latencies were measured on two picture-naming tasks with different Stimulus Onset           
Asynchronies (SOA); in the one task, the distractor word appeared 200 msecs after the              
picture, whereas in the second, the word appeared with a 400 msecs delay. 
Results. A repeated measures ANOVA with Group (PPA patients, control group) as            
the between-subjects factor, and picture-word congruency (congruent condition,        
incongruent condition, control condition) and SoA (200 msecs, 400 msecs) as           
within-subjects factors was conducted that examined the effect of grammatical gender           
congruency on PPA patientsʼ response times in producing grammatical gender at           
different SoAs. While the two-way interaction between group and picture-word          
gender congruency was not found to be significant (p=.278), the three-way interaction            
among group, congruency and SoA was significant (p=.037), which was due to the             
fact that  
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the group with aphasia exhibited a significant congruency effect only for the +400             
msecs SoA. The control group, on the other hand, exhibited a stronger congruency             
effect at 200 msecs. 
Discussion. Results showed grammatical gender interference, i.e. significantly slower         
reaction times in gender incongruent compared to congruent conditions, for controls at            
200 msecs, indicating timely access to the grammatical gender features of the picture             
to be named and the distractor word. However, the PPA group only evinced a              
significant congruency effect at +400 msecs, thus suggesting an abnormal time course            
of access to grammatical gender features. 
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Decoding and fluency reading skills in Greek as a first language and 
in French as a foreign language in secondary school students with 

specific reading disorder 
  
 
Georgia Andreou, Vassiliki Tsela, Fotini Anastassiou, Maria Liakou and Julie Baseki 

University of Thessaly 
  
 
Reading is a complex cognitive process which demands the activation of cognitive            
and metalinguistic skills. For students with specific reading disorder, its development           
is not a normal procedure, a fact that results in serious educational, psychological and              
social consequences on their part. Research in foreign language learning by students            
with specific reading disorder is based on the hypothesis that there is a close relation               
between the students’ skills in their first language and their ability to learn a              
second/foreign language (Cummins, 1996; Sparks, 2012). At the same time,          
researchers pursue the study of cross-language transfer of linguistic skills (Abu-Rabia           
iii) Shakkour, 2014; Geva 2000) and the role of spelling characteristics of every             
language system in the course of acquiring literacy in various languages (Seymour,            
Aro & Erskine, 2003; Ziegler & Goswami, 2005). 

The aim of the present study is to investigate reading skills, and more specifically              
decoding and fluency, among secondary school students with specific reading disorder           
and compare them with those of students with good reading skills, in Greek as a first                
language (L1) and in French as a foreign language (L2). Furthermore, a basic             
objective of the study is to investigate whether reading skills in Greek can predict              
reading skills in French for both groups. The sample of the study consists of fifty-nine               
(N=59) students with good reading skills and fifty-nine (N=59) students with specific            
reading disorder who are assessed for decoding and fluency in both languages. 

In order to set up the group of students with a specific reading disorder, the               
Learning Disabilities Screening for Teachers test (Padeliadu & Sideridis, 2008) was           
completed by the teachers of the students of this group. In the formation of both               
groups the criterion of Intelligence-Perception ability of Raven (Raven, 1960) was           
applied. For the collection of data, the standardized tool for the Greek language             
Learning Disabilities Reading Inventory (Padeliadu & Antoniou, 2008) was used as           
well as a non-standardized tool for the French language made for the purposes of the               
specific study. 

The results of the study revealed that students with specific reading disorder had a              
statistically significant lower performance than those with good reading skills, in all            
tasks in both languages. Furthermore, it was found that the deficits which appeared in              
a specific task in one language were transferred analogically to the same task in the               
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other language and that there was a statistically significant relation between the tasks             
for both groups in both languages. 

In conclusion, the data of the present study revealed that students with specific             
reading disorder had poor decoding and fluency reading skills in both languages and             
that there is a strong correlation of those skills between their first language (Greek)              
and their foreign language (French) for both groups. This transfer of skills from one              
language to the other supports the predictive role of the level of reading skills reached               
in the first language for the skills in the foreign language, both for students with good                
reading skills and for students with specific reading disorder. 
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meta-syntactic intervention in DLD : Can working memory training 

enhance the syntactic capacities of children with DLD? 
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Intervention research in Developmental Language Disorders (DLD) has become a          
challenge in clinical psycholinguistics. The crucial question relates to the effectiveness of            
an intervention method and how this relates the child's interests. Another crucial question is              
whether cognitive training enhances the syntactic capacities of children with DLD. This            
randomized trial study was designed to evaluate the effects of two interventions, a             
meta-syntactic intervention and a cognitive intervention for children with SLI . A total of              
64 monolingual Greek- speaking children with SLI were included, aged between 7- 11.11             
years old, (mean age 10.2). They had all received an official diagnosis of DLD . We                
evaluated the children in verbal and non-verbal intelligence tasks, in morphosyntactic skills            
and in pseudoword and sentences repetition tasks (VST and VWM). The syntactic abilities             
of children with DLD were assessed using three tests: a) one of linguistic abilities ( DVIQ                
test, Stavrakaki & Tsimpli, 2000), b) production of relative clauses and c) comprehension             
of relative clauses (Talli, 2017 ). We found that despite normal nonverbal intelligence             
children with DLD had difficulties in RCs and VST and VWM. We then developed two               
software applications in tablet , 1) ASLA ( Assisted Language Acquisition) for meta-             
syntactic therapy and 2) BOOM ( Boosting Memory) for VWM training . Before and after               
training all participants were tested on similar tasks. 64 children with DLD participated in              
the present study. All children were randomly assigned to three groups A (22 DLD children               
who received language therapy) O (22 DLD children who received WM therapy) and             
group E (20 DLD children who received no therapy at all). Therapy group A received               
meta-syntactic therapy ASLA, group O received VWM training BOOM and group E            
served as waiting control group. The meta-syntactic therapy approach included explicit           
teaching of various syntactic structures and meta-linguistic training through visual support           
without any written support .We used tablet applications for the visual cues and coding of               
the relative clauses structures(ΟRs). The visual cues and shapes used to represent structure             
of object relative clauses (ΟRs) . Furthermore, we used applications for meta-linguistic            
techniques ( elicited production ). We then applied a10-week treatment in each child             
individually. VWM training included verbal short- term memory and verbal working           
memory tasks using a tablet application. Children of group O were trained on the same 7                
tasks during a period of 10 weeks. Post -therapy assessments showed an increase in scores               
for both trained groups while the untrained group showed no positive changes. We discuss              
the group results, the individual differences and the effectiveness of therapy for school age              
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children with DLD. All children in the two groups who received therapy improved their              
performance in the trained tasks considerably. Their syntactic capacities were enhanced           
significantly after training, providing further evidence for shared processes between          
working memory, syntax and language. The results show that verbal working memory            
training could be considered as a crucial component of therapy in DLD. 
  
 ASLA:Assisted Language Acquisition 
BOOM: Boosting Memory 
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Phonologically significant contrasts for children with cochlear implants 

 
 

Paris Binos 
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Center-KEFIAP Edessas 

 
 
 

Introduction: Cochlear implantation has been possible for 30 years and it has become a              
common treatment option for individuals with hearing impairment. Technical progress          
has been made but still there are many limitations affecting both CI users’ speech              
perception and production. There are many factors affecting CI’s performance such as            
implant technology, age of onset of hearing loss, length of deafness, age of implantation,              
length of implant use and device programming. So, studying phonologically significant           
contrasts (vowels) is a crucial factor for determining CI benefits and establishing            
guidelines for habilitation. An acoustic and auditory analysis of the suprasegmental           
prosodic features of vowel’s duration through spectrograms can provide an insight           
perspective about CI’s language development. 
Aim: The aim of this literature review is to present how temporal control, through the               
features of phonologically contrasts of young CIs, affects their language developmental           
trajectory, since control of duration has been shown to improve the intelligibility of             
talkers with hearing loss. 
Results: Recent studies reported poorer vowel perception for CIs with back ness acquired             
easier than vowel height, while the prolongation of vowel segment affected word            
duration. While shorter segmental duration typically related with mature productions, CI’s           
produced longer vowel durations than in their NH peers, longer duration at utterance-level             
rate and longer in nonword repetition rate. 
Discussion: The success of a CI has been linked with early intervention, early auditory              
experience and improved vowel duration. Despite the recorded differences in vowel           
duration were not of the magnitude seen in old studies, future research should provide              
empirical evidence based on longitudinal data, about how early-fitted infants produce           
vowel durations with respect to their peers with HAs and NH. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Cross-linguistic findings showed that patients with stroke-induced agrammatic aphasia         
(StrAg) and the non-fluent/agrammatic variant of Primary Progressive Aphasia         
(PPA-NF/A) succeed in verb comprehension but they have deficits in verb production,            
especially as verb argument structure complexity increases. Moreover, production of          
unaccusative-intransitive verbs with non-agentive subject (the door opened) seems more          
demanding than production of less complex argument structure: intransitive verbs with           
agentive subject (the man sang) and transitive verbs: (the man wrote a letter) (Bastiaanse &               
van Zonneveld, 2005; Koukoulioti & Stavrakaki, 2014). Additionally, Thompson et al.,           
(2003; 2013) found that therapy gains from training more complex linguistic structures can             
be generalized in untrained easier but linguistically-related structures. In this context, our            
research aimed at assessing therapy gains in the production of sentences with unaccusative             
verbs and examining generalization of recovery gains from complex treated (unaccusative)           
verbs to less complex (unergative and transitive) untreated verbs in a Greek patient with              
primary progressive aphasia (non-fluent agrammatic variant) (PPA/NF/A). 
METHOD 
The 59 year-old patient (KS) was diagnosed with PPA-NF/A (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011)             
and assessed with the Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination-Revised (Konstantinopoulou        
et al., 2011) and Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (Tsapkini et al., 2009/2010)            
psychometric tests. 
Baseline/post-treatment sessions: KS was assessed in production of complex unaccusative          
verbs and of easier unergative and transitive verbs using experimental video material            
(Koukoulioti & Stavrakaki, 2014) eliciting production of simple sentences (S-V, S-V-O). 
Intervention: 13 sessions, 40’-45’, twice a week. KS was trained in the nouns of              
target-sentences-as her naming deficiency might interfere with the results- and in the            
unaccusative verbs. When she could not respond she was given progressive phonological            
cueing (Best et al, 2013). She also practised material at home. 
RESULTS 
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The baseline assessment showed problematic production of transitive (37,5%) and          
unergative verbs (37,5%). Notably, KS’s performance in unaccusative verbs was very low            
(12,5%). 
In the post treatment assessment, which was immediately after the intervention, production            
of unaccusative verbs was impressively high (87,5%). Furthermore, slight improvement          
was shown in the production of transitive (50%) and unergative verbs (62,5%) which might              
imply potential generalization of the training gains into the untrained less complex verbs.             
In fact, following the pattern of argument structure complexity, the improvement was            
double for the easier unergative verbs. 
DISCUSSION 
The post-treatment assessment indicated that the patient of this study showed significant            
improvement in the production of unaccusative verbs. Moreover, it suggested a slight            
generalization of the training gains into easier untrained verbs (transitive and unergative            
verbs). We suggest that given the progressive decline in PPA, this improvement is quite              
important. Overall, we claim that the linguistically motivated therapy we performed was            
beneficial for this patient. A main question though, which cannot be answered by the              
present study is maintenance of training gains, as PPA is a progressive disease. Finally, we               
acknowledge that this research is subject to limitations as these results are coming from a               
case study. Research in larger scale interventions could test whether the proposed training             
method is effective and thus efficient for PPA patients. 
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Naturalistic approaches to language intervention: The case of 
educational programmes of the Museum of Casts at Aristotle University 

of Thessaloniki 
 
  

Natalia Kazakidi, Stavroula Stavrakaki, Κalliopi Megari 
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki 

 
  

Naturalistic approaches to educational intervention aim at providing educational training          
in real everyday life conditions and by so doing to promote linguistic and communication              
abilities in children (Semel & Rosner, 2003). In this study we report the development of               
educational scenarios promoting the expressive and receptive linguistic abilities of          
children and teenagers with mental retardation in the context of a real museum             
environment. Specifically, the proposed scenarios will be performed at the Museum of            
Casts at the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (http://castmuseum.web.auth.gr). This         
museum’s cast collection offers the opportunity to closely approach some of the most             
representative sculptures of the ancient antiquity. By adopting an interdisciplinary          
perspective, researchers specializing in classical archeology, linguistics, psychology and         
special education have been involved in the development of educational scenarios which            
are expected to be performed in front of sculptures. The ultimate aim of this educational               
programme is to enhance the expressive and receptive linguistic abilities of individuals            
with mental retardation and helping them to be acquainted with classical sculpture of high              
aesthetic quality and its various connotations and symbolisms. By so doing these            
educational scenarios could contribute to the cognitive and socioemotional development          
of these individuals. More specifically, they were adapted to the age of the individuals              
with mental retardation. In addition, they are presented in situ and supported by             
techniques such as visual observation, dramatization and role playing. Examples are           
presented below: 
Educational scenario I. Εnhancing the expression of emotion: use and recall of emotion             
words: In front of the Centaur of the west pediment of the temple of Zeus in Olympia we                  
incarnate the drunken Centaurs with its violent expressions of the faces (anger).            
Subsequently, we incarnate the shy forms of women who are defending (fear). Centaurs             
assigns to the forces of wild nature (awe), part of which also represents the brutal human                
behavior. The balanced, serene figure of Apollo at the center of the pediment, guarantees              
the prevalence of culture against the uncontrollable nature through his straight stand and             
the decisive movement of his right hand (jubilation). 
Educational scenario II: enhancing the reception of concepts related to three-dimensional,           
stable or moving matter, especially the anatomy and morphology of the human body. Role              
play: participants are invited to incarnate the archaic kouroi and korai. 
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iii) Educational scenario III: enhancing the abilities of social integration and organization.            
Role playing takes place between the Kouros of Sounion (3.05 m high) and the reliefs               
from the Arch of Emperor Galerius in Thessaloniki 
iv) Educational scenario IV: Enhancing the reception of diversity in the real word: The              
figures look different from those of our time: depicting the nudity, different clothes             
(Korai), haircuts (Kritios Boy) and objects (such as Moussa's lyre), which look weird to              
us, were part of everyday life in another society. 
These scenarios will be presented to students with mental retardation who attend Primary             
and Secondary Special Education Schools and Centres of Creative Activities of children            
with disabilities in Thessaloniki and the surrounding area. The implementation of the            
present programme is in progress. The effectiveness of this intervention approach will be             
evaluated by testing the language and cognitive abilities of participants before and after             
participation in the intervention programme and the results will be reported. 
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The use of CCC-2 questionnaire for parents of children with language 
disorders 

  
  

                                   Panagiotis Kokmotos 
                                                                    Proseggisi 
 
 

Parents who have children with language disorders often have difficulties identifying           
their child’s language impairment. This usually creates complications in the          
collaboration between the therapist and the parents. 

 The aim of this study is to see in what percentage parents of children with language                
disorders identify correctly their child’s difficulty through answering the CCC-2          
questionnaire. 

 The questionnaire will be administered to 20 parents. All their children have been             
assessed and diagnosed with language disorders. All the children have normal and            
higher non verbal IQ. 

 The total number of questionnaires are not yet administered in full so the results are               
not still complete in order to mention them in this abstract. From the partial analysis of                
the first questionnaires parents show a higher percentage in identifying articulatory           
difficulties but not semantic and coherence difficulties. 
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The microstructure of narratives in aphasia 
  
Georgios Markopoulos1, Michaela Nerantzini2, Athanasios Karasimos3, Spyridoula       
Stamouli4, Maria Kakavoulia5, Alexandra Economou1, Spyridoula Varlokosta1 
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens1, University of Ioannina2, Aristotle          
University of Thessaloniki3, Institute for Language and Speech Processing 4 Panteion           
University5 

 

 
Aphasia is often associated with confrontation naming and lexical word retrieval           
deficits, irrespective of aphasia type (Goodglass & Wingfield, 1997; Raymer, 2005).           
Abnormally prolonged pauses have mainly been associated with word finding          
behaviors for agrammatic speakers (Sahraoui et al., 2015), but also for anomic            
speakers (Brookshire, 2007) and individuals with Wernicke’s aphasia (Butterworth,         
1979). However, it is unclear whether the distribution of pauses differs between            
groups reflecting distinct impairments in word retrieval processes. Recent studies have           
shown that microstructure features, such as filled and unfilled pauses, word           
lengthening and false starts, can be used as an index of the underlying cognitive              
processes supporting sentence planning (Ballard et al., 2014; Fraser et al., 2014; Mack             
et al., 2015; Yunusova et al., 2016; Sahraoui et al., 2015). The aim of the present                
study is to examine the distribution of such features in connected language samples of              
individuals with aphasia. Given that word retrieval patterns vary depending on the            
elicitation context (Williams & Canter, 1987; Conroy et al., 2009; Croot et al., 2014),              
narrative sample included a personal narration, the production of an unknown story            
based on a 6-picture set, and the retelling of a familiar and an unknown story               
(Kakavoulia et al., 2014). All language samples were derived from the Greek Corpus             
of Aphasic Discourse (GREECAD; Varlokosta et al., 2016). Data from eight persons            
with aphasia and a control group of five individuals without aphasia, who had suffered              
a heart attack, have been analyzed. The analysis included speech rate, filled and             
unfilled pause durations and pause distribution in relation to lexical variables (i.e.,            
word class, word frequency, word length). The results will be discussed in terms of              
aphasic person characteristics, such as fluency and aphasia severity, as well as            
narrative demands, along the lines of word production models. 
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Non word repetition in Bilingual children with Specific Language 

Impairment 
 
 

Margarita Pouli & Stavroula Stavrakaki 
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki 

 
  

Studies on children with Specific Language Impairment (B-SLI) indicate that          
non-word repetition test constitutes a significant clinical marker for SLI children.           
Moreover, in a variety of languages non-word repetition was found to provide high             
rates of sensitivity and specificity for distinguishing children with and without SLI            
(Meir, 2017, Hamann & Ibrahim, 2017, dos Santos et. al. 2017, Cornelia & Girbau,              
2016, Armon-Lotem & Meir, 2016, Boerman, 2015, Hage, Nicolielo, & Guerreiro,           
2014). The present study aims at contributing to the on-going discussion on the             
linguistic and cognitive profiles of bilingual children with SLI by testing 9 bilingual             
children with SLI with Greek as L2 and Albanian, Bulgarian, Russian or Georgian as              
L1 on a phonological short term memory (STM) task. These participants were            
exposed to Greek since (i) birth (one child), (ii) 5 yrs (six children), (iii) 4 yrs (one                 
child) and (iv) 6 yrs (one child). They were compared to 12 monolingual Greek              
children with SLI (MonSLI) matched to bilingual children with SLI on their            
chronological age and sex; and the age of first exposure to Greek. 19 typically              
developing bilingual children (Bi-control group) matched on chronological age with          
bilingual children with SLI and 20 typically developing monolingual children          
(Mono-TD) matched to the B-SLI group on language age. 

We employed the non-word repetition task developed by Talli (2010) and used in             
previous studies (Talli, Sprenger-Charolles & Stavrakaki 2016). This test assesses the           
3-to 6-syllable pseudoword repetition (6 items for each syllable number of which 3             
included only CV syllables, while the other three included CVC syllables). The items             
were presented one at a time in increasing order length (the three-syllable items first,              
followed by the four-, five-, and six-syllable items). The children had to repeat each              
item as accurately as possible, with no time constraint. The examiner noted the exact              
answer of the child. The number of syllables correctly repeated and processing times             
were taken into account for scoring. 

The results (see Figure 1) indicated that the BITD children scored significantly            
higher than BISLI as well as the other control groups. No significant difference was              
attested between the Mono-TD control group and the MonSLI. On the other hand,             
MonSLI children scored lower than Bi-TD. Figure 2 shows the performance of all             
groups for each length. The BISLI scored lower than all groups on 3-, 5- and 6-                
syllable items in agreement with previous findings (Talli & Stavrakaki, 2017).  
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MonSLI scored higher than LA on the 3-, and 4- syllables items, but lower on 5- and                 
6-syllables items. These findings are in agreement with previous research          
(Meravoglou, 2000) which showed decreased performance on non-word repetition         
with an increase in the length of the nonwords. 

Error analysis (Figure 3) indicated that the most frequent type of error in the BISLI               
group was ‘consonant substitution’. A high percentage of consonant substitution          
responses was also found in MonSLI and LA groups but was not as prominent as in                
the BISLI group. The next most frequent phonological process in the BISLI group             
involved metathesis/assimilation, which was also the most frequent phonological         
process for MonSLI, BITD and LA groups (cf. Kuppuraj & Prema, 2012).  

In conclusion, as far as the phonological STM task is concerned, the performance             
of B-SLI group was lower than the other three, but BI-TD performed significantly             
higher than the other three groups. Notably, the performance of MonSLI and            
Mono-TD was at the same level and BI-TD. Notably, all groups showed decreasing             
performance as the length increased, with the B-SLI lowest performance in 6-syllable            
length. Finally, the most frequent errors were substitution, assimilation and deletion. 

 
  

Figure 1: Non-word Repetition performance  
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Figure 2: Performance on non-word lengths 

 
 
 

 
  

Figure 3: Most Frequent errors 
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In the present study, we analyzed written samples obtained from Greek native speakers             
diagnosed with Alzheimer's in mild and moderate stages and from age-matched           
cognitively normal controls (NC). We adopted a computational approach for the           
comparison of morphosyntactic complexity and lexical variety in the samples. We used            
text classification approaches to assign the samples to one of the two groups. The              
classifiers were tested using various features: morpho-syntactic and lexical characteristics.          
The proposed method excels in discerning AD patients in mild and moderate stages from              
NC leading to the in-depth understanding of language deficits. 
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The study explored two aspects of inflectional morphological awareness (verb          
inflection and noun-adjective inflection) and syntactic awareness of a noun phrase           
(NP) of Greek speaking poor comprehenders (PCs) identified in grade 3. Participants            
(13 PCs and 27 good comprehenders) were selected with a cut-off-based approach.            
They completed oral experimental tasks of inflectional morphology and syntactic          
awareness and standardized tasks measuring phonological awareness, receptive        
vocabulary and reading skills. It was revealed that the two groups differed in verb              
inflections but they had well developed syntactic awareness. Further the differences           
between the two reading groups in verbal inflectional morphology were not present            
when vocabulary knowledge was controlled for. Overall the data lead us to suggest             
that in a language with rich morphology and shallow orthographic system PCs            
appear to have impaired morphological skills and impaired vocabulary despite good           
phonological awareness and intact syntactic skills. Further research is needed to           
substantiate these findings. 
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Although the processing of personal pronouns has been widely investigated for a finer             
distinction between monolingual children with language impairment (L1SLI) and         
bilingual children (L2TD), the interpretation of sentences, containing gender marking on           
pronouns remains understudied. In this study, we investigated how gender marking can            
help to differentiate between (a) L2TD (L1 German - L2 Greek) and monolingual             
typically developing children (L1TD); (b) L2TD and L1SLI, which will lead to (c) the              
consideration of gender on pronouns as a criterion for the SLI diagnosis. Towards this              
end, we compared the production and comprehension of Greek sentences containing           
pronouns, by three groups: L1TD (n=16), L2TD (n=14) and L1SLI (n=6). The            
participants (n = 36, mean age: 5;8; range: 4;5-10;7) were matched on chronological age              
and non-verbal IQ and were tested using a picture-naming task for production, a self –               
paced listening task for comprehension, as well as standardized tests for verbal and non –               
verbal intelligence. Additionally, we measure the quantity and quality of input in the             
L2TD group, through the computation of a bilingual index, with the view to better              
defining their linguistic profile (in progress). In all the stimuli, both the interpretation of              
the clitic and the interference of gender were manipulated, e.g.:  

 
In production, all groups performed less accurately in the Gender-mismatch condition (1b)            

compared to (1a), with verbal intelligence modulating the performance of the two TD             
groups. In comprehension, a slow-down in the ungrammatical, Gender-Match condition          
(2c) was detected in the segment following the clitic in both L1TD and L2TD groups, but                
not in the L1SLI group. Regarding the gender acquisition, a L1 to L2 interference was               
detected in the L2TD group, as evidenced by their tendency to perform higher in the               
feminine – context sentences (being feminine the default gender in their L1). In contrast,              
the L1SLI performed invariably across the genders, showing a certain insensitivity to            
gender marking. These results suggest that gender on pronouns could be used effectively             
for the distinction between sequential bilingual children and children with SLI. 
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Aim: In cases of where a bilingual person is presented with speech and language              
disorders, a speech and language therapist (SLT) will be required to plan, organize,             
carry out and administer a fully structured intervention (including; detection,          
counselling, assessment and treatment) by efficiently demonstrating appropriate skills         
and capabilities. This research aimed to investigate the practices of Greek Cypriot            
SLTs in terms of providing efficient and successful assessment and intervention for            
bilingual children with speech and language disorders. 
Method: The survey consisted of a series of structured interviews involving 20 Greek             
Cypriot SLTs who are providing or provided therapeutic interventions to bilingual           
children with speech and language disorders. SLTs were recruited through the           
Association of Registered Cypriot Speech Pathologists. The interviews were recorded          
for the purpose of thematically analysis. 
Results: The findings of the survey revealed that Greek Cypriot SLTs are mainly             
facing problems on diagnosis due to limited data on typical bilingual language            
acquisition and they don’t have appropriate assessment strategies for the identification           
of disorders. 
Conclusion: Through this research, the importance of various aspects such as           
continuing educational improvement, including other specialties during the session,         
and including the child's parents in treatment were acknowledged. 
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